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Fly away
- Robert L. Dawson

It is something intangible, yet beautiful and special.
It is something undeniable
yet I've done that for years

I've held onto a dream for an eternity
To take that chance I fear,

all the 'what ifs'
yet   WHAT IF I never try

I want the freedom of expression
anytime, anywhere
I want to say it loud

I want to share those quiet moments
I want to paint a picture

to tell a story
I want to describe such beauty that surrounds me

such love all around me

This is God given
Why would I deny the gift that he gave me?

I am not a leader
yet I no longer want to follow

I want to fly as I choose
my soul is crying 

I am stifling that desire
I am smothering that fire

that irresistible need
I want to be as free as a bird

I want to soar ever higher
ever longer

ever stronger 
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Sitting Here
- Madison Warnstaff

I sit on my front porch and look out on my town. 

At night I see drunks crawling home from the bar.
I see silhouettes near a streetlight in what looks like
a drug deal. 

In the afternoon I see kids walking home from school, 
jumping in piles of leaves or snow. I see them playing
baseball in a friend's front yard.
 
I see teenagers giving goodnight kisses in the shadows
of their own porches. I see squirrels chasing each other
in gardens. 

I see old man Joe mowing his lawn. His push mower
is as old as he is. I see Vicki locking up her shop.
She sells the best vegetables in town.

I see a lot of things around this town, some of them
good, some of them bad. When I sit here I see everything.
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Rock Bottom
- Briar Tyler 

Before I hit rock bottom,
I was standing on a cliff.
When I lost my balance,
I tried to catch myself
but couldn’t.

As I was falling
my brain played a slideshow
of all my memories. I saw
the good times with laughter
and flowers, and I saw the ones
with screams and tears. The bad
memories started to become hazy 
and when I hit the ground, I opened
my eyes. 

I felt relief, and I could
hear my own thoughts again. They were
not scattered or confused, they were humble. 

Hitting rock bottom helped me forget about us.
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Homecoming 
- M. Broadwater

There is no such thing as scenery in Illinois. Everything is flat, green, or if it’s that time of year
then the world becomes the brittle yellow of dried corn. There was nothing to keep June’s mind
occupied other than the image of a tall man in clad camo coming off a plane, clutching a duffel bag
with the brim of his hat pulled down low over his eyes. 

 She wished once again, desperately, that she had offered to drive instead of letting her sister
do it. There was too much time to think, too much time for that horrible beast Margie called
“reflection” to burrow into her brain and make its nest of hornets there, buzzing, buzzing, threatening
to sting at any moment. 

That, and Margie’s driving made her want to vomit. 
“So, are you excited?” Margie sped onto an exit and slammed the brakes almost immediately

in order to comply with the 35mph ramp speed limit. June jolted forward in her seat and snatched at
the well-worn handle above her head, gripping it so tightly her knuckles began to whiten. 

“Totally,” June said, “Totally hyped. I’m always hyped.” And she was, in a way. She always had
that butterfly feeling whenever she saw him for the first time again, and when she wrapped her arms
around him she felt right at home. The homecomings were the wonderful part. It was the goodbyes
that caused a knot of dread to grasp her. 

Margie nodded enthusiastically. She seemed to think that dating a soldier was the ultimate
romance story: he leaves and the woman mourns, he comes back and it’s a party, a never-ending
cycle that keeps everything fresh, all the emotions raw and near the surface. But sometimes the
emotions were too raw, too near the surface, and June was beginning to think that crying in the
breakroom at work every day that Harrison was gone wasn’t good for her mental health. 

A green airport sign stood accusingly at the side of the highway and Margie turned
enthusiastically onto the road, humming along with the radio. June’s stomach dropped another foot.
She looked up and saw the white underbelly of a rapidly descending plane flying overhead, aimed
resolutely towards the distant runway. 

She loved him, that part was definite. But that was the only definite part of their relationship.
Every time there was a knock on the door her heart seized up, the world froze for a moment. Every
time the phone rang with an unknown caller ID she gripped the edge of the kitchen counter and
squeezed her eyes shut, shooting a quick prayer up to a God she hadn’t acknowledged since the last
time the phone rang. 

There was one time when Harrison had been home for just a couple of days and the phone
rang, and completely out of habit June hesitated before picking up the phone. She bowed her head
and tried to find her breath.  

She must’ve looked pretty crazy because Harrison had come up behind her and grabbed her
shoulders, spinning her around, demanding to know if she was all right. She threw her arms around
him and told him that she had just become dizzy for a moment. June held him and let the phone go
to voicemail. That had been the only time he had ever seen her that way, and she was determined that
it would be the only time. 

But it was hard. It was hard to come home to an empty apartment, it was hard to lie awake at
night and wonder what was going on with her person. Because that’s what he was, at the heart of it
all, he was her person, the other half of her heart. It was stupid, but without him she felt kind of cut
loose, like a helium balloon whose string had become untethered and had begun to float away from
earth.  

The airport loomed in the distance and traffic began to thicken around them. Buses rolled up
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and down the highway, going way too fast. 
“I hate airports.” Margie jerked into the left lane and passed a small car with suitcases

strapped to the top of it. The bright yellow safety strap looked like it was on its last leg. Strands blew
in the wind and some parts were held on by just a thread. 

“I told you, I could’ve driven myself.” 
“I know, but I thought you guys might wanna catch up in the backseat or something, you know

what I’m saying?” Margie said, tipping her sister a heavy wink. 
“Yeah, I totally wanna get it on in the back of my sister’s minivan.” June cracked a smile. “What

am I, sixteen again?” 
“Gross, don’t remind me.” Margie shivered. 
They rode the rest of the way in a comfortable silence; the only words spoken were a string

of profanities by both girls when Margie tried to drag race a motorcycle to a prime parking spot in
front of the airport. 

And too soon, the doors were swinging open in front of them and an automated voice
welcomed them to Peoria airport.

They were half an hour early for Harrison’s landing time, so they made themselves a space on
a bench just inside the entryway. It was far too busy to try and stand at the gate; June didn’t like the
big, pushing crowds. Margie immediately walked away and began to FaceTime her husband who
was alone with their baby for possibly only the second time in six months. 

June watched the hands on the clock tick away.
She suddenly felt a pang of jealousy—jealous of her sister’s “normal” life, jealous that Margie’s

partner was always waiting for her to come home, jealous that dating a soldier seemed like something
out of a romance movie to her instead of a constant ulcer-in-progress. 

June could barely even talk to some of her friends anymore; she felt like an alien. They had
their lives and their amazing boyfriends who were always around, some of them even had kids. They
complained when their boyfriend burned dinner while June thought of every dinner with Harrison,
burned or not, as a blessing in itself. 

Harrison was putting himself in danger for her, for the country and the freedom that he was so
proud to be a part of. How many times had he kissed her goodbye before a deployment and
whispered, “This one’s for you, babe”? Too many times to count. Oftentimes when he came home he
would be sunburned and stiff-lipped, with cuts and bruises all over his body that he didn’t want to
explain, or maybe couldn’t. 

But June, June with the office job, June who came home every night, June who turned down
invitations for Friday night dinners and drinks with co-workers, June who sometimes didn’t even
bother closing her shades sometimes just so she could see the stars from her bed, wasn’t sure if she
could handle it any longer. 

Fifteen minutes to go. 
Margie wandered over, rubbing her temples and tucking her phone into the back pocket of

her jeans. She sat down and looped an arm around her little sister, pressing a quick motherly kiss to
her forehead. 

“Everything okay?”
June nodded. “Totally great.”
Margie hesitated just the slightest bit. “I know you love him, hon,” she began cautiously. “I

know that. But man, this has gotta be fucking hard.” 
This was a familiar rhetoric, so June just shrugged and smiled. 
The airport buzzed around them, but in their little circle it seemed quiet. They were in their

own bubble. 
Twelve minutes to go. 
Margie fidgeted with a stray string on her shirt, tightened her short black ponytail, cleared her

throat twice. “Is it worth it?” she said, with the distinct air of someone who is well aware that at any
moment their welcome may be unceremoniously revoked. 

“Is what worth it?” 
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Eleven minutes. 
“All this pain, all this missing him. It eats you up inside.” 
June’s attention immediately snapped to her sister. How did she always read her mind? She

hesitated. “Yeah, I guess.” 
“You guess it’s worth it or you guess that I’m right?” 
“Both.” 
“June, he’s going to propose to you.” 
“Oh, I see.”
Nine minutes.
 June felt her heart begin to thud a little faster. The butterflies in her stomach intensified and

she found herself staring at her ring finger, envisioning a world in which it didn’t stand empty. Her
sister had just delivered world-breaking news like it was a bad storm that was in the forecast. She
wasn’t sure how she felt about that. Kind of like she wanted to punch her between her furrowed
eyebrows, kind of like she wanted to cry.  

“You have to make a decision,” Margie said. Her brown eyes were wide, desperately
searching her sister’s face for any kind of reaction. It was smooth and unbothered, but she thought
she saw her lips twitch into something akin to a smile. “You don’t know when he’ll quit this. You have
to decide if you want a life with a little Harrison in it or if you want a life without any Harrison in it.
Because right now, those are your options. You know I think he’s awesome, you know I totally respect
him and what he’s doing, but someone’s gotta look out for you.” 

At this, June’s mind began to roll. 
A little bit or none at all? What kind of options were those? 
She looked at the clock, but the hands were blurry now. He would be here any minute now.
She tried to imagine being with anyone else, someone who could actually move in with her

instead of living on a military base, someone who didn’t leave for months at a time, someone who
didn’t have Harrison’s blue eyes and curly hair that was kept in a neat high-and-tight, someone
without Harrison’s dimply smile and mysterious intuition that always knew exactly what she was
craving. 

She felt her sister’s warm hand slide into hers. 
June hated “Private First Class Jodell, Harrison” who sprang to attention at the drop of a

sergeant’s hat, but she didn’t want to live without Harrison, the guy who once fell into an open pool
filled with turtles in an aquarium. The guy who kissed her like she was the most precious thing in the
world, the guy who learned how to braid hair just so he could do it for her when she was having a bad
day because he knew how much June liked having her hair done.  

But really they were one and the same, weren’t they? 
He loved being a soldier, and she loved him. It had always been his dream to serve, and who

was she to stand in his way? So she stayed quiet, and she was so proud of him she could burst. But it
didn’t stop the hurt. 

“He’s here!” Margie pointed, though there was no need. Harrison, in his camouflage uniform,
stood out like a sore thumb. People stopped to shake his hand and smile at him, but Harrison’s eyes
were roaming over the crowd, searching. 

June stood instinctively and his gaze settled on her. There was a cut across the bridge of his
nose and dark circles under his eyes, but a smile broke out across his face. It was like the sun coming
out from behind a group of storm clouds. She felt like there was a bird trapped in her throat beating
its wings, desperately trying to escape, but she made no sound. 

He sidestepped through the crowd, never once breaking eye contact with her. But try as he
might to hide it, she saw his hand slip quickly into his left pocket and pluck something out. She felt
tears rolling down her cheeks and made no attempt to wipe them away. Instead she only watched as
though from afar as he hugged her and fell immediately to one knee.

The bird rose further in her throat and pushed itself between her lips into the air between
them. 

The world fell still.  
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carcinoma
- Kamryn Mello

       she
          is
       your
      mistress

                              take her but             let the ashes 
remain. you’re the thief and i’m devil’s                  

                                         advocate for disease. we are unrequited lovers
  i leave  them weak                      you sweep them off 

                                    their feet, waltzing                        away from the scalpel 
as rigor mortis sets              in. she was not ready, 

           thirty-nine with                                      overcast eyes, lotus 
           petal lips.                                                  they blame me 
           yet, you                                                                were the 
          authoritarian                                                    to the blood 
          cell count                                                          that spread. 
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The Year I Died
- Kamryn Mello

It was not my own doing. As it
was the same for my mother whose
death took place a year prior. It had only shown me
the world views women as disposable.
Be it by the disease spread by someone else,
or the sickness infecting the self’s blood.

Now, as a ghost of my former self,
I remain haunted by you.
How easily you gawked over me,
sapphire eyes full of hunger-
only a piece of meat for
your consumption

The year I died
I blamed myself for your
erection against my straddled body.
How your frame- a coffin,
sealed me inside
with your offered mementos
of unwanted pictures
and my cut-out tongue.

I never knew you as I thought I did,
yet you will always know such
intimate parts of me.

But I wonder how it feels to carry my tongue,
clasped around your neck on a golden chain.
I wonder how it feels to think
you are entitled to forgiveness
as if your apology was
a shovel to release
me from my premature grave.

Leaving the crime scene behind,
a waterbed illuminated-
the autopsy performed upon myself,
 examining a budding bruise, the colors of wilted
tulips cascading across my ribcage told me

I could no longer deny that I had just become
your victim.
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Together
- Alexi Sferra

Together, we gather around in a moment
of prayer, where my eyes don’t
rest, hearing whispers that breathe
into the depths of my ear.

Together, we stain our shirts with greases
and gravies followed by vulgar 
voices and boisterous
laughter.

Together, we cut each other’s throats
in the spirit of competition 
during family games, where we
mourn the loss of our relationships.

Together, we stuff our bellies
with a certain warmth in contrast
to the snow falling outside our
window.

Together, we bring our dysfunctional dynamic
to the table, where we see ourselves
as kings of the world that no one
could triumph over.

Together, we define
our own meaning of peace, committing
demolition to the building while love
remains present.
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Dead in the Night
- Korinna Kettle

The rain drops started slow at first, but quickly became a downfall. Lowell had been walking
the streets when it started at 3 p.m. When it started to rain people were walking around under the
gray sky, now it was 9 p.m. and no one was around. The only light was the Perry's Pub sign and the
lone street light.

Every few seconds Lowell would taste the salty tears that mixed with the rain, he did not have
an umbrella or jacket to block the rain. He had forgotten to grab one while rushing out the apartment.
His phone was dead, probably ruined from his rain soaked clothes. He was shivering, unable to
remember what had made him slam the door on the way out of the apartment.

Stopping under the street light, Lowell leaned against the cold metal. He did not know where
to go, he could not go
back. Not now, not
after what he had said. 
Hearing a double
honk, Lowell looked up
to see a Volkswagen.
Its lights shone on
Lowell like a spotlight
as it pulled to a stop in
front of him. The
window rolled down to
show a man in his
mid-40s.  He had
greying hair and
glasses that reminded
Lowell of Jef frey
Dahmer. The famous
a v i a t o r  g l a s s e s
reminded Lowell of
every horror movie
serial killer.

"Need a ride,
kid?"

Kid, Lowell had
not been called a kid
since high school; he
was now 28 and
definitely no kid. 

"Nah, I'm just waiting here for my girlfriend, she's picking me up from the bar. I live across
town so it's taking her a while." Only partially a lie.

"I don't reckon you'd look that wet if you were simply waiting for her to cross town." He was
caught, if he had stepped outside just now Lowell certainly would not look this soaked. The man
stared at Lowell as if he could read Lowell's very soul. The man knew Lowell was caught in a lie, and
Lowell had no way of explaining a solution to this man's comment. So he stayed quiet.

"Come on, kid, I'll give you a ride."
"It's okay, I'm waiting for my girlfriend."
Something seemed to flicker across the man's eyes, but it was so quick that Lowell dismissed

it as the light of the street lamp.
"I'm going across town to get my wife pickles and ice cream for her cravings." The confused
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look on Lowell's face made the man continue. "She's pregnant."
That made Lowell relax, just a little. If this man was making a run for his pregnant wife, he

would not be gone long then. He was also old, Lowell was a fit young man, and this guy looked well
past his prime. Going against his gut, Lowell opened the car door and climbed in.

He gave the man an address down the street from his own, and  the man took off into the night.
The leather seats squeaked under him, the man had given Lowell a blanket from the back to wrap
himself in. The heat of the car engulfed Lowell, his shivering soon subsiding as the two men headed
across town.

As they went down Main Street, it seemed to only grow darker, the rain came down harder,
and the radio played classical music quietly. Something about this music gave Lowell the creeps, it
was eerie, perfect for this dark night.

The man's hand skimmed Lowell's knee. Looking down, he noticed that the man's hand rests
on the gear shift. He must have just been switching gears when it happened. Looking out the window,
Lowell let it drop from his mind.

A few seconds later it happened again, but this time his pinky rested on Lowell's knee. It just
sat there, resting as if it had always been there. A shiver went up Lowell's spine, and suddenly the
blanket and heat on blast could no longer keep him warm. Fighting the urge to look at the finger,
Lowell gave no sign to the man that he knew it was there. Then another finger joins the first, and
another, and another until the man's entire hand rests on Lowell's knee.

Now Lowell was freaking out inside. What was happening? The man's hand did not move,
resting like a statue. Lowell still knew it was there, though. Then the hand began to move more, up
his leg half an inch, then an inch, another inch, until the hand rested so close to his crotch that he
could no longer ignore it.

Lowell's eyes pierced into the man, but he did not give Lowell a single glance as he continued
to drive down the street. "What are you doing?"

The man turned his head to Lowell slowly, as if he finally realized Lowell was there. He did not
move his hand. Instead, he cocked an eyebrow up at Lowell in question. He had a dumb look on his
face, his eyebrows came together to show a look of confusion.

"What are you talking about?"
Lowell could feel the man begin to squeeze his thigh, the feeling nothing like he had ever felt

before. It made a feeling of disgust rush through his body so strong he held back the taste of vomit.
This man had a wife at home waiting for him, a pregnant wife, what was he doing?

"You know what." Lowell did not know his voice could ever go that low, it even scared him. He
did not show it, though. Instead he stared directly into the man's eyes. The two stared like that for
what seemed like hours. Then the man turned his eyes back to the road, slipping his hand off Lowell's
thigh. It seemed that Lowell had won some type of internal battle.

Glancing back at the road, Lowell never entirely took his eyes off  the man, he could see him
out of the corner of his eye. The man gripped the steering wheel, his hands white like when Lowell's
girlfriend gripped the steering wheel when their fighting. It was a grip of anger.

Quickly looking at the road when the headlight hits a green sign, Lowell catches the name of
the street, Bakers Street, his street. The man was passing his street with no intention of stopping, and
this brought more fear into Lowell than when his mother put the fear of God into him as a child.

Watching the sign disappear behind him, Lowell whips his head towards the man, panic clear
in his voice. "What are you doing?"

"What do you mean?" The man played stupid, but there was a clear look of knowing on his face. 
"You know, that was my street back there. Let me out."
The next word that came out of the man's mouth froze Lowell to the core. "No."
What was happening? Was he being kidnapped? No, that's not possible. He was a man, men

don't get kidnapped. Only girls get kidnapped.
Every thought that ran through Lowell's head took him spiraling farther and farther into his own

mind. He was suddenly snapped back to reality by the sound of clicking. Flinching at the sound,
Lowell looked over to see the man driving with one hand on the wheel, the other hand holding a
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glock.
The car than rolled to a stop. This man was holding a gun, kidnapping Lowell, but he still had

the audacity to stop at a red light? It made no sense, but crazy people are never meant to make sense. 
Knowing this would probably be his only chance of escaping, Lowell turned his entire body

towards the door and began to try and open it, but the lock was removed from the door. It could only
be opened from the outside. Everything in Lowell began to go in overdrive, he was locked inside a
car, a car with a man with a gun, a man who could do anything to Lowell, kill Lowell.

Lowell did the only thing he could, he began rolling down the window. 
"What are you doing? Stop." The man sounded panicked as well; he did not expect Lowell to

resort to rolling the window down. 
The cold rain drops hitting his skin, he ignored the man's question and kept on rolling. His life

depended on it. Then Lowell felt cold metal against his head.
"I said stop." This did make Lowell listen; he had nothing on the man: no gun, no knife, nothing.

All Lowell had was a dead phone. 
The man pulled the gun away from Lowell's head.  Lowell looked at him as the gun was held

only a couple of inches from his head.
"That's more like it. Now, where were we?" The smile that crawled onto the man's face made

Lowell's entire body break into goosebumps. He had never felt such evil come from another human
being. What was he going to do?

Moving the gun from his right hand to his left hand, the man moved his now empty hand to
Lowell's leg again. There was a ten percent chance that this man was left-handed; if that was the case
then Lowell was screwed. Either way, if he did not take his chance he was dead.

Feeling the man's hand climb his leg once more, Lowell took his chance. He swung, hitting the
man in the face and feeling the man's nose break under his fist. Swinging his arm back, Lowell's
elbow hit the glass of the window, breaking the exposed glass. 

Hearing the shattering of glass, Lowell turned and crawled out of the window so fast he did not
have time to process the sound of the glass hitting the cement or the blood running down his arm
from the cuts. Smacking the ground, Lowell scrambled up, ignoring the pain in his arm and hands.,
He just ran.

Blood pounded in his ears, deafening him of everything around him. Lowell did not hear the
thunder above, the heavy droplets smacking the ground, or the sound of a car door slamming. He did
not hear the sound of footsteps running behind him. He did not hear the sound of a gunshot.

No one heard the sounds of a door closing and a Volkswagen driving away into the night.
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Bloom
- Kamryn Mello

Winter had a bitter way of taking
lives and names this season. Proudly,
this breath demonstrates life.

Though darkness with idle hands
makes haste to destroy blossoms
peeking through spring’s mist,

I breathe sweet air,
relishing it washing 
through lungs alive.

Temptation for demise strikes 
as frost tries to cover, 
but I pay it no mind.

The fog will fade,
thoughts finding clarity
in the pink bulbs sprouting.

Please know I’m still 
here, not wilted, 
and I wait for April’s bloom.
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We Are Trees
- Briar Thye

The branches reach out
clinging to me, then breaking,
shattering like bones.

Bones break like tree branches.
My heart shatters like icicles falling
from a tree and hitting the ground.

Leaves fall from the tree,
like humans fall for humans.
We are all trees. 

Time goes by and we
still stand tall, while everyone
who passes us sees all our flaws.

We grow, we stand, we fall.
All in a matter of time,
we die, after a great life.
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Drift
- Kyler Polson

Summers last forever until they don’t.
The earlier dusks mean school soon
enough and less time for fun. This cycle
seems as if it will never end.

Each passing year our bond becomes stronger
and the adventures wilder. Nothing changes
except for the revolving gallery of friends
that come and go.

I realize looking up at the night sky through
the cool summer air that this will have to come
to an end.

Like shattered icebergs, we drift apart.

Now I see you, and we are strangers,
as if all those years never existed. 
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His Mule
- M. Broadwater

“God, Katie, could you be any slower?” Taryn pounds on the door, threatening all kinds of
things: disembowelment, death, peeing on my bed. 

I set a timer for two minutes and start to do my makeup. 
“Are you freaking dead in there or something?” 
I have purple hollows under my eyes and my lips droop heavily at the sides. I look like I

just got off a three-day drug binge. I use my pinky finger to dab dollar-store concealer on the
ghastly under-eye shadows and hope that it holds up. Some lipstick, some mascara. 

Taryn hits the door one last time and I hear her stomp down the hall. Either she’s going to
tell Mom or she’s given up. 

I tie my hair up in a rough ponytail; strands of black hair stick out everywhere and it
enhances my drug-addict appearance. I try to smooth it out with water, but it’s been too humid
outside lately, and I think that my hair has approximately doubled in size. 

I turn away from the mirror and watch as my phone counts down the seconds.  The timer
goes off. It sounds like birds chirping.   

There’s a pink and white stick on the counter next to my left hand and it is going to
determine my future. I pick it up, wanting to break it in half, wanting to throw it away. Ignorance is
bliss, right? I shut my eyes and hold it up in front of my face. I will open my eyes and I will
embrace whatever future I’m going to have. I’m gonna be strong. I gotta be strong. 

I throw the stick blindly in the direction of the toilet and hear a wet splash. 
“Fuck.” 
“Katie, are you in there?” my mom calls through the door. Her voice is weary and heavy,

she came home at 6 a.m. today and I doubt that she’s slept yet. 
“Yeah, I’ll be out in a second.” 
“Thank God,” Taryn huffs.
There’s a tiny window above the toilet, and I desperately want to crawl out of it, to never

have to look my mom in the eyes again. But instead I flush the toilet without looking down and
wash my hands. 

When I open the door, Taryn hurtles in, pushing me out and muttering something that I
can’t quite make out. Probably telling me how close she was to peeing on my bed. 

“Katie, you know how impatient she is—“ my mom begins. 
“Is impatient code for tiny bladder now?” 
“—I swear you’re just trying to antagonize her. Can’t you just chill out?” 
My mom is lovely. She has long brown hair that touches her hips, and she knows how to

make the most perfect red velvet cake; she used to march in protests and once went topless down
a street in New York City with the words “Fuck You” spelled out across her boobs. My
grandmother has newspaper clippings from that day framed in her living room. It’s a running joke
in the family, but my dad hates it. He says it’s skanky.

He sits at the kitchen table with a full plate of bacon in front of him. He’s staring at the
opposite wall with the eyes of a dead man. My mom touches his shoulder and he shrugs it off. 

“Get off her fucking back, babe,” my dad pats the seat next to him. “Come on, Kate, eat
with me. Maybe some of it’ll go to your skinny ass.” 

I shake my head. “I’m actually gonna eat over at Lizzy’s, if that’s cool.” 
My dad is staring at me. I look away and cross my arms across my chest. 
“That’s cool,” he says, but his eyes narrow a little.  
My mom’s back is to us, but she turns around now and gives me a hug. She’s shorter than

me. I got my dad’s humongous tall genes, but it still feels like a motherly hug. I feel like my body
is burning up, but I kiss the top of her head and she laughs. Her hair smells like apples. 
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My dad slaps my ass when I walk by and grunts something that sounds like a “See ya
later,” but I’m not quite sure. As I close the door I hear my mom start to yell at him.

Once I’m outside I begin to run. 
Lizzy’s house is only a few blocks away; I make it there in record time. 
She has the best house in the neighborhood; her parents are funky interior designers and

they really let loose on their house. Every room is a different color theme: red, green, blue,
purple, brown, and teal. When I first went over I thought I was tripping; the red room is the foyer,
and it feels being in one of those paintings where kids draw stuff and then they color over the
entire thing with one color, and everything looks flat and one-dimensional. Somehow they

managed to find the exact same shade of
red for every piece of furniture in that
room: the table, the lamp, the rug. Some
of the rooms have different shades, but
the flatness of the red room is by far my
favorite.

Lizzy’s room is brown. She says it’s
her favorite color, but I think she just
chose it because her parents desperately
wanted to make it yellow.

Her parents have already left for
work, but Lizzy’s car is in the driveway,
the cutest blue Volkswagen Beetle ever.
There are eyelashes on the headlights. 

The door is unlocked; they
probably figured I’d be over sometime
today. I can hear bass coming from
Lizzy’s room all the way upstairs. 

“Katie, is that you?” Lizzy pokes
her dark head down the stairwell; she has
a chic, tiny pair of sunglasses perched
precariously on the tip of her button nose. 

“Yeah.” I climb the stairs and she
looks at me quizzically the entire time. I
have a feeling that it’s taking all of her
strength not to hug me. Lizzy’s a hugger. 

“Are you okay, hon?” It’s only 8
a.m. and she already has so much
makeup on that I could drag my finger
through it like wet paint. 

I shrug and shoulder past her into her room and start rifling through her dresser drawers.
Being inside Lizzy’s room is like being inside the trunk of a tree; everything is varying shades of
light brown. The overall effect is very pleasant and calming, quite the opposite of its occupant. 

“Babe, what’s wrong?”  Lizzy hovers over my shoulder, watching me go through her
mounds and mounds of band T-shirts. “Did you run out of clean clothes again?” 

I find what I’m looking for in the third drawer down. A couple months ago she forgot to take
her pill a couple of days in a row and had a bad pregnancy scare. We had gone to Wal-Mart at
midnight and bought every brand of pregnancy test they offered. By the third one we used we
decided that she probably wasn’t pregnant, but there were a million left over.

I hold up the stick, similar to the one circling through the sewer system under my house
right about now, and look Lizzy straight in the eye. 

“I think I’m pregnant.” 
Her face goes gray. 
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“But I can’t look at it myself. I need you tell me. Please.” 
She wants to touch me. I know that she wants to hold my hand so badly it hurts, but she

simply tucks a strand of hair behind her ear and nods. 
There’s a black knot of fear in the pit of my stomach, it resides in my uterus to be more

exact. I pretend I don’t see it, but Lizzy’s eyes flick down to my belly and back up again. Her lips
are thin. 

“You should’ve left a long time ago,” she says to me. 
“I know.” 
I go to her bathroom. It’s blue. Even the toilet is blue ceramic. 
I do my business. It’s the most terrifying pee of my life. I stifle a laugh behind my free hand.

I can hear Lizzy pacing outside the door. If she had a choice she would come in here with me, but
she doesn’t push it.

When I’m done, I set the stick on top of the toilet and wash my hands. Lizzy hears the water
running and barrels in; she’s chewing her lower lip, but she smiles at me. 

“I’m sure everything is gonna be fine.” She’s wringing her hands. “I’m sure it’s nothing,
nothing at all.” Her eyes keep going to the floor and to my chin and to my forehead, anywhere but
my eyes. “Don’t even worry.” 

“I hate him,” I say into the mirror. I step closer to the glass. I have his nose and his chin, but
worst of all I have his eyes. Every time I look at myself I see him. Every. Single. Time. When I was
younger he would cup my face and tell me how lucky I was to have such a handsome father to
give me such a beautiful face. I loved those compliments. Then I turned 12, and he decided he’d
take it a step further. 

  “You have to get out of there. Even if this isn’t positive, you have to leave. Or tell someone,
someone who can help. Like your mom or a teacher or call CPS or something.” 

“You know that I can’t.” 
“What if he does this to Taryn?” 
I breathe hard and it fogs up the mirror. Now my face is gone. I turn to Lizzy, who is

sweating through her cake face. Her tiny chic sunglasses are on top of her head now, but they’re
tilted crazily to one side. She just looks like a worried mother now. 

“He won’t. Trust me.” I clench my fists hard enough to feel the stubs of my nails cutting into
my palms. It hurts. “I’m special.” I know that he would never touch her with the same certainty that
I know one plus one equals two. Taryn would say something; Taryn would fight and stand up for
herself. Taryn isn’t me. Taryn is brave. 

Lizzy goes over to the toilet and picks up the pregnancy test in trembling hands. She turns
slightly so I can’t see her face.

 I want to scream. The air in here is warm and suffocating, there aren’t any windows and the
lights are too white. The walls are too close. 

“Do you want to see it, or do you want me to tell you?” When Lizzy is nervous she shakes.
Right now she looks like a human vibrator. 

“Tell me,” I say through clenched teeth. I know what is coming. 
She turns around and her eyes are wide, her cheeks stark white underneath her makeup.

“It’s, ah-- I’m so sorry.” 
My stomach seems to contract. There are stars everywhere, bright white pinpricks of light,

but between these pinpricks is complete blackness. The world is spinning, spinning, spinning,
and I want to sit but my legs are frozen beneath me. 

 “I gotta go,” I tell her. She’s still clutching the pregnancy test so I rip it out of her hands
and throw it on the floor. She watches it fall. 

“Let me come with you!” 
I hesitate, backing out of the bathroom. “No, no, just leave me alone.” I think I’m crying. 
“I can help you!” Lizzy cries, following me. I let my hand slide against the wall as I walk,

and I try to commit every detail of this home to memory.
I slip down the stairs, falling on my ass, but I keep going and fling the front door wide open,
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letting in the sunshine. It illuminates the red room spectacularly. It’s beautiful. Lizzy is holding her
clasped hands under her chin and she looks like she’s having a panic attack. 

“Where are you going? We can get through this,” she insists. 
I open up my arms and give her a hug. She is frozen in my embrace for a moment, in shock,

then puts her arms around me. It feels like my skin is being ripped off my body, and every part of
me is cringing away from her body. I feel sick to my stomach that being touched by my closest
friend could make me feel this way, but I swallow it and I hold her for just a moment more. 

“I love you, Liz. I’ll see you later, yeah?” This is the only lie I’ve ever told her. “I’m gonna
do what’s right.” This is not a lie. “I just need to process this by myself.” This is not a lie either.  

She looks soothed. “Okay. Just call me when you’re done. Don’t do anything crazy. And
anything you need, I’m here for you, babe.” 

“I know.” 
I let her close the door behind me, but when I look back I see her pale face peeking

between the curtains. I lift my hand in a wave.  
It’s not too far of a walk, enough time to get my head in order. 
I never gave much thought to whether or not I was pro-choice, but I think of the thing

growing inside of me, and I want it gone. It’s something borne completely of evil, and it’s eating
me from the inside out. 

I could give it away, but somehow, I can’t imagine bringing it into this world. 
This was my father’s final torture for me. During the day I could get away from him, I could

go to school or to Lizzy’s and pretend that he didn’t exist, pretend that he wasn’t a part of me
anymore. But now he’s inside of me. I have become the mule of his sin.

My eyes are completely dry now. There’s resolution in my throat. 
My feet know where to go. 
There’s a bridge up ahead. It stretches over a deep rush of water that we all just call the

river. It probably has a name, but I don’t know it. The water moves really fast; kids have been
swept into it and died before they could even cry for help. The water is always white and foamy;
there aren’t any fish in it anymore because it’s too polluted. Sometimes kids go down there and sit
and pretend to fish while smoking joints when nobody is looking. 

It’s not meant for pedestrian crossing, but people go across it all the time because not
many cars use it. It’s a flimsy, thin thing that’s suspended much too high for nervous drivers. 

I climb over the railing and hang over the edge of it. 
I squeeze my eyes shut and imagine the feel of the water, freezing cold and sharp as

blades, rushing over my skin. Cleaning me. Like the most intense bath I’ve ever taken. I think that
hitting the water will feel like hitting a bed of needles. I think of them finding my body, maybe
doing an autopsy (do they do autopsies on suicides?) and finding out about my condition. 

My dad would know, and he wouldn’t say a word. He’d probably be glad. Whenever he’s
with me he doesn’t look me in the eyes. I know he’s ashamed. I know he hates me, blames me for
making him do the things he does. He’ll get up at my funeral and he’ll say something nice, maybe
he’ll manage a tear or two, but when he’s alone he’ll look in that same mirror that I looked into this
morning… and he’ll smile. 

But I hope…
 I hope one day he’ll wake up, and it’ll hit him. Maybe in a week, maybe in twenty years,

he’ll close his eyes and I’ll be there. And I hope he sees me on every corner, in every little girl, I
hope he looks into his wife’s eyes and is hit with the realization that he killed her daughter. He’ll
touch her skin and feel mine and he’ll know as surely as he knows that he’s human, that he is a
killer. 

I open my eyes and the water is startlingly bright in the sun, but I do not squint. 
I raise my arms to the sky triumphantly.  
“You son of a fucking bitch.” 
And I fall.   
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WhirlWind: A Romance in 7 Haikus
- Kyler Polson

A look. Fire burns in
the heart. I must know her. Who
is she? She smiles

Eyes black, like a void
love could fill. Auburn hair that
could melt away sins.

The mark on her hand.
The way her eyes glisten in
the moonlight. That smile

She is temptation.
She is serendipity.
She is love, truly.

A fiery temper to
match her hair. What more could I have done? She is gone.

In dreams I see you.
 I awake to find you gone.
I no longer rise.

Summer turns into
winter. Lovers into two
strangers. That damn smile.
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Eulogy for the Paranoid Schizophrenic
- Kamryn Mello

ET shot a beam into your head,
making you a royal highness 
of a loveless home. We were grand

prize winners of tracking devices 
in the skull, your next years spent 
as a boxcar with no brakes, in-denial

songbird perched on stools
in karaoke bars at one time 
in your life. . . . I heard

your voice, the ghost of my mother,
who knew every lyric in the song 
of sanity at one time in your life.

I remember the coarseness
of your red hair, my kiss on your 
cold forehead, hospital bracelet,

blue lips, the lost mind, lost battle
with terminal lung cancer
at one time in your life.
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